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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing provides a rich set of features and facilitate user to install softwares and applications in
virtual machine (VM) temporally to finish their task with that software which is required and not available in cloud. But
some attackers mislead this feature to introduce vulnerability as applications into VM. These applications are distributed
over the virtual network and denial some services running over the VM accessing unknowingly by multiple users. To
prevent vulnerabilities in VM we are introducing a network agent periodically scans the VM for vulnerable things and
reported to attack analyse. It build attack graph by analyse the attack to know its type and apply selective measures to
optimize it by network controller with help of VM Profiler.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and systems
software in the datacenters that provide those services. The services themselves have long been referred to as Software as a
Service (SaaS), so we use that term. The datacenter hardware and software is what we will call a Cloud [1]. To understand
the various applications of cloud computing it is essential to be aware of the types of cloud computing available. Cloud
computing is broadly classified into public cloud, hybrid cloud, private cloud and community cloud. The different types of
services provided by cloud computing are Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS), Software as a
service (SaaS), Storage as a Service (STaaS), Data as a service (DaaS), Business process as a Service (BPaaS), Test
environment as a service (TEaaS), Desktop as a service (DaaS) and API as a service (APIaaS) [2].
The success of cloud computing lies in how much the data stored in cloud is kept secured against the hackers. Seven
security issues by Gartner which cloud clients should advert are privileged user access, regulatory compliance, data
location, data segregation, recovery, investigative support and long-term viability [3].
The vital attack to be prevented is Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attacks in cloud computing environment. This
type of attacks is often the source of cloud services disruptions. One of the efficient methods for detecting DDOS is to use
the Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), in order to assure usable cloud computing services [4].
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DDOS attacks usually involve early stage actions such as multistep exploitation, low-frequency vulnerability scanning,
and compromising identified vulnerable virtual machines as zombies, and finally DDOS attacks through the compromised
zombies. Within the cloud system, especially the Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) clouds, the detection of zombie
exploration attacks is extremely difficult. This is because cloud users may install vulnerable applications on their virtual
machines. To prevent vulnerable virtual machines from being compromised in the cloud, we propose multiphase distributed
vulnerability detection, measurement, and countermeasure selection mechanism called NICE, which is built on attack
graph-based analytical models and reconfigurable virtual network-based countermeasures [5].
The DDOS attacks though are detected and the countermeasures are taken against it, they are high in NICE. The DDOS
attacks are reduced very much in MDIDS thus reducing the utilization of CPU, less time consumption for creating required
virtual machine and the infrastructure response time is also reduced. The paper is organized as follows. Related work
examines carefully the preceded researches in identifying the security threats against cloud and the counter measures taken.
Related work is succeeded by NICE – Existing Approach. The next section is MDIDS – Proposed Approach. The
Performance improvement in Cloud section discusses the advantages obtained by MDIDS over NICE. The conclusion and
future work section consolidates the results obtained in this paper and the future research work that could be carried out
having this paper as base.
II. RELATED WORK
The DDOS is applied at different layers of OSI with increasing complexity and detection mechanism. The application
layer DDOS is the more sophisticated form of threat which attacker can perform when the simple net –DDOS fails attacker
shifts their distasteful strategies to application layer. Attacker runs the massive number of queries through victims’ search
engine to bring server down. The next layer of attack is session layer attack which includes DNS and SSL attacks which
jams the session. The most traditional type of attack is network layer attack which is ICMP flooding, UDP flooding, SYN
flooding. The DDOS in overall packs the server, bandwidth and resources [6].
The main problem faced in a cloud environment is the DDOS. During such a DDOS attack all consumers will get
affected at the same time and will not be able to access the resources on the cloud. All client users send their request in the
form of XML messages and they generally make use of the HTTP protocol. So the threat coming from distributed attacks
are more and easy to implement by the attacker, but such attacks are generally difficult to detect and resolve by the
administrator. So to resolve these attacks a specific approach for providing security based on various filters introduced.
Five different filters which are used to detect and resolve XML and HTTP DDOS attack. This allows the security expert to
detect the attack before it occurs and block or remove the suspicious client [7].
Grid and Cloud Computing Intrusion Detection System (GCCIDS) detects encrypted node communication and find the
hidden attack trial which inspects and detects those attacks that network based and host based can’t identify. It incorporates
Knowledge and behavior analysis to identify specific intrusions. Signature based IDS monitor the packets in the network
and identifies those threats by matching with database but It fails to detect those attacks that are not included in database.
Signature based IDS will perform poor capturing in large volume of anomalies. Another problem is that Cloud Service
Provider (CSP) hides the attack that is caused by intruder, due to distributed nature; cloud environment has high possibility
for vulnerable resources. By impersonating legitimate users, the intruders can use a service’s abundant resources
maliciously. In Proposed System we combine few concepts which are available with new intrusion detection techniques.
Here to merge Entropy based System with Anomaly detection System for providing multilevel Distributed Denial of
Service (DDOS). This is done in two steps: First, Users are allowed to pass through router in network site in that it
incorporates Detection Algorithm and detects for legitimate user. Second, again it pass through router placed in cloud site
in that it incorporates confirmation Algorithm and checks for threshold value, if it ’s beyond the threshold value it
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considered as legitimate user, else it’s an intruder found in environment. This System is represented and maintained by as
third party. When attack happens in environment, it sends notification message for client and advisory report to Cloud
Service Provider (CSP) [8].
NICE, is to detect and mitigate collaborative attacks in the cloud virtual networking environment. NICE utilizes the
attack graph model to conduct attack detection and prediction. It investigates how to use the programmability of software
switches-based solutions to improve the detection accuracy and defeat victim exploitation phases of collaborative attacks.
The system performance evaluation demonstrates the feasibility of NICE and shows that the solution can significantly
reduce the risk of the cloud system from being exploited and abused by internal and external attackers. NICE only
investigates the network IDS approach to counter zombie explorative attacks. To improve the detection accuracy, host
based IDS solutions are needed to be incorporated and to cover the whole spectrum of IDS in the cloud system [5].
MDIDS a proposed approach optimizes the implementation on cloud servers to minimize resource consumption. MDIDS
includes two main phases, deploy a lightweight mirroring based network intrusion detection agent (MDIDS-A) and Deep
Packet Inspection (DPI) is applied and virtual network reconfigurations can be deployed to the inspecting Virtual Machine
(VM) to make the potential attack behaviors prominent.
III. PREVIOUS SYSTEM
In a cloud system shared infrastructure benefits attackers to exploit vulnerabilities. The Distributed Denial of Service
attacks have been counter-measured by approaches such as Entropy variation Method and Puzzle based Game theoretic
Strategy. The efficiency of the existing methods may become reduced, when the attacks use more amounts of requests at a
time.

The above Fig.1 illustrates the fact that there is almost six attacks which are all DDOS attacks occurs with number of
users plotted against the time duration of the usage of the system by the users measured in milliseconds. As a result of these
attacks, even though the clients expects and waits for the response from the cloud server the server does not register its
response to the clients according to their requests. This increases the infra structure response time. When the infra structure
response time increases, it automatically increases the resource utilization. i.e. CPU utilization and also time taken to create
a virtual machine.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
MDIDS incorporates a software switching solution to quarantine and inspect suspicious VMs for further investigation
and protection. MDIDS employs a novel attack graph approach for attack detection and prevention by correlating attack
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behavior and also suggests effective counter measures. MDIDS is used to identify the source or target of the intrusion to
detect multistep attack. It utilizes the attack graph model to conduct attack detection and prediction. It also establishes a
defense-in-depth intrusion detection framework for detect mitigate DDOS attack in cloud environment. The DDOS attacks
are prevented in MDIDS.

Fig. 2 Prevention of DDOS attacks using MDIDS

In the above Fig.2 there are no DDOS attacks. Though the number of users and the duration of usage of systems by the
users are same as in NICE, the DDOS attack is prevented from happening in MDIDS. The response from the cloud server
to the awaiting clients after their requests to the server is promptly delivered. The DDOS is detected and prevented early
before intruding into the Cloud and causing damages to the system. MDIDS consumes less computational overhead
compared to proxy-based network intrusion detection solutions. The infrastructure response time, CPU utilization and the
time required to create a virtual machine are reduced when compared to NICE.
V. PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT IN CLOUD
The amount of CPU utilized by MDIDS is less when compared to other intrusion detection system. The graph below
highlights this fact.
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Fig. 3 CPU Utilization in MDIDS

The CPU utilization in mirror based MDIDS, proxy based MDIDS and MDIDS are compared. The CPU utilization is
very low in MDIDS than in other two intrusion detection system. The CPU utilization is given in percentage against traffic
load measured in packets per second. Proxy based MDIDS utilizes twice the amount of CPU than MDIDS for a traffic load
of 15 packets per second. Mirror based MDID utilizes 35% more CPU than MDIDS for an equal traffic load. The IRT is
analyzed in two phases. The IRT is calculated with the number of applications plotted against its response time measured in
milliseconds. In the first phase IRT is calculated without the introduction of MDIDS in cloud.

Fig. 4 Infra-structure Response Time Calculation
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The IRT is very high before introducing MDIDS. The IRT becomes very low after the introduction of MDIDS. This
clearly indicates that there is growth in the performance of cloud in MDIDS.
The service to the clients is implemented fastly in MDIDS. The time taken to create a required VM before detecting
DDOS using MDIDS is more. The time in milliseconds and the number of VM created are noted and plotted. Before
analyzing the DDOS , the VM creation taking 100milliseconds after detecting the DDOS using MDIDS the VM creation
taking only 10milli-seconds.

Fig. 5 Time Taken to Create Virtual Machine

The time taken to create one VM before detection is ten times the time taken to create it after detection.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
MDIDS unlike NICE detects DDOS early and prevents the system from its attack. As a result there is an improvement in
the performance of the cloud with the depletion in the CPU utilization, IRT and VM creation time. The future research can
be done on investigating the scalability of the proposed MDIDS solution by investigating the decentralized network control
and attack analysis model based on current study.
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